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 Q.2 a. Explain the C-V characteristics of Ideal MOS System. Explain Flat Band 
Voltage.  (8) 

Answer: 
Depending on the gate voltage (VG) ideal MOS system works in three regions of operation 

1. Accumulation (VG <0) 
2. Depletion (VG >0) 
3. Inversion (VG > Vt) 

In the idealized MOS system at thermal equilibrium, the metal and the semiconductor 
form two plates of a capacitor. The capacitance C varies according to region of 
operation and hence is a function of gate voltage VG. 
 

 
Flat –Band Voltage: In the idealized MOS system at thermal equilibrium, the metal and the 

semiconductor form two plates of a capacitor. The capacitor is charged to a 
voltage corresponding to the difference between the metal and semiconductor 
work functions. Applying a bias voltage between the metal and silicon causes the 
system to depart from thermal equilibrium and changes the amount of charge 
stored on the capacitor. At one particular value the applied voltage exactly 
compensates the difference in the work functions of the metal and the 
semiconductor. The stored charge on the MOS capacitor is then reduced to zero, 
and the fields in the oxide and semiconductor vanish. In this situation, the energy 
bands in silicon are level or flat in the surface region as well as in the bulk. 
Because of the effect of the applied voltage on the band diagram, the voltages that 
produces flat energy bands in the silicon is called the flat-band voltage and usually 
designated as VFB . The voltage applied to the ideal MOS system to bring it to the 
flat-band condition equals the difference in the work functions of the metal and 
silicon. 

                                 VFB  = фM – фS = фMS 
 
  b. Explain the different fabrication steps of n well process for CMOS Inverter.

   (8) 
Answer: 
The n-well Process           (4+4) 

As indicated earlier, although the p-well process is widely used, n-well fabrication has 
also gained wide acceptance, initially as a retrofit to nMOS lines. N-well CMOS circuits 
are also superior to p-well because of the lower substrate bias effects on transistor 
threshold voltage and inherently lower parasitic capacitances associated with source and 
drain regions. Typical n-well fabrication steps are illustrated in Figure. The first mask 
defines the n-well regions. This is followed by a low dose phosphorus implant driven in 
by a high temperature diffusion step to form the n-wells. The well depth is optimized to 
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ensure against p-substrate top+ diffusion breakdown without compromising then-well to 
n+ mask separation. The next steps are to define the devices and diffusion paths, grow 
field oxide, deposit and pattern the polysilicon, carry out the diffusions, make contact 
cuts, and finally metalize as before. It will be seen that an n+ mask and its complement 
may be used to define the n- and p-diffusion regions respectively. These same masks also 
include the VDD and Vss contacts·- (respectively). It should be noted that, alternatively, 
we could have used a p+ mask and its Complement; since the n + and p + masks are 
generally complementary. 

 
Figure: Main steps in a typical n-well process 

 
   

 
Figure: Cross-sectional view of n-wen CMOS Inverter 

 
 Q.3 a. Derive the expression for the threshold voltage of a MOS transistor and explain 

the significance of different parameters present in the equation.  (8) 
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Answer:  (2 Inif. Expression+2 QSS+Final Parameter)
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  b. Determine the pull up to pull down ratio for an n MOS inverter driven 

through one or more pass transistors. (8) 
Answer:   (2 for each step 2x4) 
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 Q.4 a. Draw the schematic for EX-OR gate using CMOS logic.  (8) 
Answer:  

 
 
 

 
  b. Explain Lambda (λ) based design rules. (8) 
Answer:   (1 M for each rule) 
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 Q.5  a. Explain how to estimate wiring capacitances?  (8) 
Answer: 
Three sources of wiring capacitances are     2 for each cap (2x4) 
   

1. Fringing Fields:  
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2. Interlayer Capacitances: 

 

 
3. Peripheral Capacitance : 

 

   
  b. Calculate area capacitance values associated with structures occupying more 

than one layer as shown in figure given below (8) 
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 Typical area capacitance values for MOS circuits 

 
Answer: 
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 Q.6 a. What is short channel effect? Explain (8) 
Answer:   (2+6) 
Short-Channel Devices 
    A MOSFET device is considered to be short when the channel length is the same 

order of magnitude as the depletion-layer widths (XdD, XdS) of the source and 
drain junction. As the channel length L is reduced to increase both the operation 
speed and the number of components per chip, the so-called short-channel effects 
arise.  

  Short-Channel Effects 
   The short-channel effects are attributed to two physical phenomena:  
   1. the limitation imposed on electron drift characteristics in the channel, 
    2. the modification of the threshold voltage due to the shortening channel length. 
    In particular five different short-channel effects can be distinguished: 
    1. drain-induced barrier lowering and punchthrough   
   2. surface scattering  
   3. velocity saturation 
       4. impact ionization  
   5. hot electrons 
 
  1. Drain-induced barrier lowering and punchthrough 
   When the depletion regions surrounding the drain extends to the source, so that 

the two depletion layer merge (i.e., when xdS + xdD = L), punchtrough occurs. 
Punchthrough can be minimized with thinner oxides, larger substrate doping, 
shallower junctions, and obviously with longer channels. The current flow in the 
channel depends on creating and sustaining an inversion layer on the surface. If 
the gate bias voltage is not sufficient to invert the surface (VGS< VT0) ,the carriers 
(electrons) in the channel face a potential barrier that blocks the flow. Increasing 
the gate voltage reduces this potential barrier and, eventually, allows the flow of 
carriers under the influence of the channel electric field. In small-geometry 
MOSFETs, the potential barrier is controlled by both the gate-to-source voltage 
VGS and the drain-to-source voltage VDS. If the drain voltage is increased, the 
potential barrier in the channel decreases, leading to drain-induced barrier 
lowering (DIBL). The reduction of the potential barrier eventually allows electron 
flow between the source and the drain, even if the gate-to-source voltage is lower 
than the threshold voltage. The channel current that flows under this conditions 
(VGS<VT0) is called the sub-threshold current. 

 2.   Surface scattering: As the channel length becomes smaller due to the lateral 
extension of the depletion layer into the channel region, the longitudinal electric 
field component εy increases, and the surface mobility becomes field-dependent. 
Since the carrier transport in a MOSFET is confined within the narrow inversion 
layer, and the surface scattering (that is the collisions suffered by the electrons that 
are accelerated toward the interface by εx) causes reduction of the mobility, the 
electrons move with great difficulty parallel to the interface, so that the average 
surface mobility, even for small values of εy, is about half as much as that of the 
bulk mobility. 

 3.  Velocity saturation: The performance short-channel devices is also affected by 
velocity saturation, which reduces the transconductance in the saturation mode. At 
low εy, the electron drift velocity vde in the channel varies linearly with the 
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electric field intensity. However, as εy increases above 104 V/cm, the drift velocity 
tends to increase more slowly, and approaches a saturation value of vde(sat)=107 
cm/s around εy =105 V/cm at 300 K. Note that the drain current is limited by 
velocity saturation instead of pinchoff. This occurs in short channel devices when 
the dimensions are scaled without lowering the bias voltages 

 4.  Impact ionization: Another undesirable short-channel effect, especially in 
NMOS, occurs due to the high velocity of electrons in presence of high 
longitudinal fields that can generate electron-hole (e-h) pairs by impact ionization, 
that is, by impacting on silicon atoms and ionizing them. It happens as follow: 
normally, most of the electrons are attracted by the drain, while the holes enter the 
substrate to form part of the parasitic substrate current. Moreover, the region 
between the source and the drain can act like the base of an npn transistor, with 
the source playing the role of the emitter and the drain that of the collector. If the 
aforementioned holes are collected by the source, and the corresponding hole 
current creates a voltage drop in the substrate material of the order of .6V, the 
normally reversed-biased substrate-source pn junction will conduct appreciably. 
Then electrons can be injected from the source to the substrate, similar to the 
injection of electrons from the emitter to the base. They can gain enough energy 
as they travel toward the drain to create new eh pairs. The situation can worsen if 
some electrons generated due to high fields escape the drain field to travel into the 
substrate, thereby affecting other devices on a chip. 

 5.  Hot electrons:  Another problem, related to high electric fields, is caused by so-
called hot electrons. This high energy electrons can enter the oxide, where they 
can be trapped, giving rise to oxide charging that can accumulate with time and 
degrade the device performance by increasing VT and affect adversely the gate’s 
control on the drain current. 

 
   b. Explain the difference between static Logic circuits and Dynamic Logic 

Circuits.  (8) 
Answer:   (1 M each diff) 
Dynamic logic is temporary (transient) in that output levels will remain valid only for a certain 

period of time 
       – Static logic retains its output level as long as power is applied  
 
    Dynamic logic is normally done with charging and selectively discharging 

capacitance (i.e. capacitive circuit nodes) – Precharge clock to charge the 
capacitance – Evaluate clock to discharge the capacitance depending on condition 
of logic inputs  

 
    Advantages over static logic: 
    – Avoids duplicating logic twice as both N-tree and P-tree, as in standard CMOS 
    – Typically can be used in very high performance applications 
    – Very simple sequential memory circuits; amenable to synchronous logic 
    – High density achievable 
    – Consumes less power (in some cases) 
 
    Disadvantages compared to static logic:  
   – Problems with clock synchronization and timing 
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   – Design is more difficult 
 
 Q.7 a. Design and explain 4 X 4 crossbar switch. (8) 
Answer:   (4+4 Fig.) 
Any general purpose n-bit shifter should be able to shift incoming data by up to n - 1 places in a 

right-shift or left-shift direction. If we now further specify that all shifts should be 
on an 'end-around' basis, so that any bit shifted out at one end of a data word will 
be shifted in at the other end of the word, then the problem of right shift or left 
shift is greatly eased. In fact, a moment's consideration will reveal, for a 4-bit 
word, that a 1-bit shift right is equivalent to a 3-bit shift left and a 2-bit shift right 
is equivalent to a 2-bit shift left, etc. Thus we can achieve a capability to shift left 
or right by zero, one, two, or three places by designing a circuit which will shift 
right only (say) by zero, one, two, or three places. Data could be loaded from the 
output of the ALU and shifting effected; then the outputs of each stage of the shift 
register would provide the required parallel output to be returned to the register 
array (or elsewhere in the general case). However, there is danger in accepting the 
obvious without question. Many designers, used to the constraints of TTL, MSI, 
and SSI logic, would be conditioned to think in terms of such standard 
arrangements. When designing VLSI systems, it pays to set out exactly what is 
required to assess the best approach. In this case, the shifter must have: 
• input from a four-line parallel data bus;  
• four output lines for the shifted data;  
• means of transferring input data to output lines with any shift from zero to 

three bits inclusive. 
 
   
  
   In looking for a way of meeting these requirements, we should also attempt to 

take best advantage of the technology; for example, the availability of the switch-
like MOS pass transistor and transmission gate. We must also observe the strategy 
decided on earlier for the direction of data and control signal flow, and the 
approach adopted should make this feasible. Remember that the overall strategy in 
this case is for data to flow horizontally and control signals vertically. A solution 
which meets these requirements emerges from the days of switch and relay 
contact based switching networks-the crossbar switch. Consider a direct MOS 
switch implementation of a 4 x 4 crossbar switch, as in Figure 
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Figure: 4×4 crossbar switch 

  
  b.  Draw and explain a possible arrangement of the adder elements for both 

arithmetic and logical functions.  (8) 
Answer: 
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 Q.8   a. Briefly explain the operation of 6T SRAM memory structure with read and 

write circuitry. Explain their timing diagrams. (8) 
Answer:   (4 Fig. + 4 T. Diag) 
Read Operation:  It is assumed that the internal data storage nodes Q and QB are at ‘0’ and‘1’.To 

read the bitcell contents, the following sequence of steps are performed  
• Conventionally to read a bitcell, the bitlines (BL and BLB) are precharged to the supply 

voltage (VDD). In some SRAM designs these bitlines are precharged to intermediate 
level of 0 and VDD. 

• The wordline (WL) is asserted to high. 
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• Rise the WL from ‘0’ to ‘1’, result, one of the bitcell sides (node) stores the logical ‘0’; 
that side of the bitline is discharged through the pass-gate and pulldown transistors. In 
standard 6T, as shown in Fig, devices M1 and M4 discharges the precharged bitlines BL. 

  – If BLB goes to low (or discharges), then the bitcell holds a logic ‘1’ value. 
   – If BL goes to low (or discharges), then the bitcell holds a logic ‘0’ value. 

• Depending upon whether the bitline BL or BLB is discharged, the bitcell is read as a 
logical ‘1’ or ‘0’. A sense amplifier converts the differential signal exists on BL and BLB 
to a logic-level output.  

• De-assert the wordline (WL) back to 0. 
 

 
 
Write operation: The write operation or flipping the bitcell contents when initially assuming 

that the internal data storage nodes Q and QB are at ‘0’ and ‘1’, respectively, as 
shown in Fig., consists of the following sequence of steps:  

• Initially, wordline (WL) = 0. 
• Precharge the bitlines (BL and BLB) to the supply voltage (VDD).  
• After prechrage, both the bitlines (BL and BLB) are disconnected from the supply 

voltage (VDD). 
• Wordline (WL) is activated to high (data enters the bitcell duringthis step). 
• Place the data value on the BL and the complementarydata value on BLB. 
• The bitline BLB connected to the data storage node QB via M2, is driven to the ground 

potential by a write driver through the M2 pass-gate transistor, while the BL is remained 
held at VDD to pull node Q to high via M1 pass-gate transistor. 

• As node Q and QB flip their states de-assert the wordline (WL) back to 0. 
 
  b. Discuss the different ground rules for successful design. (8) 
Answer:   (1 M for each point 1x8) 
GROUND RULES FOR SUCCESSFUL DESIGN  
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  This section is intended to provide a convenient· focus for design information. 
From our considerations of system design up to this point a number of ground 
rules, aspects of philosophy, and some basic data have emerged which help to 
ease the design process and ensure success.  

 
1. The ratio rules  

(a) for nMOS inverters and inverter-like stages  
 Zp.u.:Zpd. ratio = 4:1 when driven from another inverter  
 Zp.u.:Zp.d. ratio= 8:1 when driven through one or more pass transistor(s)  
where  

Z = L/W for the channel in question 
      (b) for CMOS, a 1: 1 ratio is normally used to minimize area, but for pseudo-nMOS 
inverters etc., a ratio Zp.u.:Zp.d. = 3:1 is required. 

2. Design rules. Never bend the rules. 
3. Inverter pair delay In general terms, the delay through a pair of similar nMOS inverters is  

Td = (1 + Zp.u/Zp.d.)τ 
and for a minimum size CMOS complementary inverter pair 

Td=7 τ 
4. Cascaded inverters for driving capacitive load (CL) 

The approach is to use N cascaded inverters, each one of which is larger than the 
preceding stage by a width factor f. 

It has been shown that the number 'N' of stages required is given by 
 

N = ln(y)/ ln(f) 
Where 
  

 
It can also be shown that total delay is minimized if f assumes the value e (base of natural 
logarithms); that is, each stage should be approximately 2. 7* times wider than its 
predecessor. This applies to CMOS as well as nMOS inverters.  

. 
5. Propagation delay through cascaded pass transistors or transmission gates 

Td= n2rc(τ) 
     Where 
    n = number in series 
    r = relative series resistance per transistor or per transmission gate in terms of Rs 
    c = relative capacitance gate to channel per transistor or per transmission gate in 

terms of □Cg. 
    Normally, no more than four pass transistors or transmission gates should be 

connected in series without buffering. 
6. Subsystem/leaf-cell design guidelines  

(a) Define the requirements properly and carefully.  
(b) Consider communication paths most carefully in order to develop sensible 
placing of subsystems and leaf-cells. 
(c ) Draw a floor plan (alternating with (b) as necessary). 
(d) Aim for regular structures so that design is largely a matter of replication. 
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(e) Draw stick diagrams for basic cells, leaf-cells, and/or subsystems or enter 
the design in symbolic form.  
(f) Convert to a mask level layout.  
(g) Carefully and thoroughly check each mask layout for design rule errors and 
simulate circuit or logical operation. Correct as necessary, rechecking as 
corrections are made. 

7. Restrictions associated with MOS pass transistors and transmission gates  
  (a) No more than four in series without buffering. 
  (b) No pass transistor gate must be driven from the output of one or more pass 
transistors, since logic 1 levels are degraded by threshold voltage Vtp (where Vtp can 
be as high as 0.3 VDD). 
 (c) When designing switch logic networks of pass transistors or transmission gates, 
care must be taken to deliberately implement both the logic 1 and logic. 0 output 
conditions. 

8. Storage of logic levels on the gate capacitance of transistors  
(a) Gate/channel capacitance is suitable for storing a bit, but care must be taken to 
allow for the finite decay time (about 0.25 msec at room temperature). 
 (b) It is quite allowable to construct pass transistors, etc. under metal layers tc save 
space. This is often convenient and is used, for example, in some multiplexer layouts, 
but care must be taken with overlying metal wires where gate/channel capacitance is 
used for bit storage. 
(c) Restrictions also apply to logic level storage on the input capacitance of a Nand 
gate except for the input nearest the GND or Vss rail. 

9. Enhanced clocking. One of the basic limitations on the use of simple MOS pass 
transistors (se~ Point 9 above) is the degradation of logic 1 levels by Vtp and the 
consequent inability of one pass transistor to drive the gate of a second (or more) pass 
transistor. This is particularly bothersome in clocking networks and a solution to this 
problem is to run all clock lines at a voltage level above VDD. 

10. The maximum allowable current density in aluminum wires is 1 rnA/µm2. Otherwise, 
metal migration may occur. Current density must be particularly carefully considered 
if the circuit is to be scaled down. 

11. Scaling effects. 
12. Set out rules of -system timing at an early stage in design. 
13. Avoid bus contentions by setting out bus utilization diagrams or tables, particularly in 

complex systems and/or where bidirectional buses are used.  
14. Do not take liberties with the design rules but do take account of the ground rules and 

guidelines. 
15.  Remember, IC designers should expect their systems to function first time around* 

and this will happen if the design concepts are correct and if the rules are obeyed. 
 

 Q.9   a. Explain the aspects of design tools.  (8)  
Answer: 
ASPECTS OF DESIGN TOOLS 

1. Graphical Entry Layout: Textual entry of layouts was at one time quite widely used and 
special textual entry editors are in existence and may well be used for small subsystem 
layout. However, such tools have been virtually swept aside by a much more convenient 
and highly interactive method of producing layouts for which monochrome or color 
graphics terminals are used, and on which the layout is built up and displayed during the 
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design process. Such systems are mostly 'menu driven', in that menus of possible actions 
at various stages of the design are displayed on the screen beside the display of the 
current layout detail. Some form of cursor allows selection and/or placement of 
geometric features, etc., and the cursor may also allow selection of menu items or, 
alternatively, these may also be selected from a keyboard. Positioning of the cursor may 
be effected from the keyboard in simple systems and/or cursor position may be controlled 
from a bitpad digitizer or from a 'mouse', etc.  

2. Design Verification Prior to Fabrication :It is not enough to have good design tools 
for-producing mask and system layout detail. It is essential that such tools be 
complemented by equally effective verification software cap_able of handling large 
systems and with reasonable computing power requirements. The nature of the tools 
required will depend on the way in which an integrated circuit design is represented in 
the computer. Two basic approaches are:  
1. Mask level layout languages, such as CIF, which are well suited to physical layout 

description but not for capturing the design intent. 
2. Circuit description languages where the primitives are circuit elements such as 

transistors, wires, and 'nodes. In general, such languages capture the design intent but 
do not directly describe the physical layout associated with the design.  

By and large, therefore, the designer's needs may include the following. 
 

 3. Design Rule Checkers (DRC):  
The cost in time and facilities in mask-making and in fabricating a chip from those 
masks is such that all possible errors must be eliminated before mask-making 
proceeds. Once a design has been turned h. to silicon there is little that can be done if 
it doesn't work. The wise designer will check for errors at all stages of the design, 
namely:  

1. at the pencil and paper stage of the design of leaf-cells; 
2. at the leaf-cell level once the layout is complete (e.g. when the CIF code for  that leaf-

cell has been generated); 
3. at the su\.)system level to check that butting together and wiring up of leaf-cells is 

correctly done; 
4. once the entire system layout has been completed.  
The nature of physical layout verification 'design rule checking (DRC)' software may 
depend on whether the design rules are absolute or lambda-based, or on whether or not 
the layout is on a fixed or virtual grid. 

 
4. Circuit Extractors  

If design information exists in the form of physical layout data (as in CIF code form), 
then a circuit extractor program which will interpret the physical layout in circuit 
terms is required Although the designer could use the extracted data to check against 
his or her design intent, it is normally fed directly into a simulator so that the 
computer may be used to interpret the findings of the extractor. (An example of a 
circuit extractor program is NET from Integrated Silicon Design Pty Ltd.) 

5. Simulators 
From mask layout detail it is possible to extract a circuit description in a form suitable 
for input to a simulator. Programs that do this are referred to as circuit extractors. The 
circuit description contains information about circuit components and their 
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interconnections. This information is subsequently transformed by the simulator into 
a set of equations from which the predictions of behaviour are made·. 
 

  b. Explain different VLSI design styles. (8) 
Answer: 
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